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ABSTRACT: The p1'oposed Wamngoh F1'ee"'ay ",ouZd cost "'eH ove1'
$100 77riHion to open and "'ouM have a significant impact
on the distribution of popuLation in Sydney. Its euppo1'te1's
cZaim that the combination of t1'a!fic and u1'ban deveZopment
benefits "'ouM justify the f1'ee",ay in due COU1'se and tha-t
a ~oma.o,.,. shoul.d be ro8sel"ved fo7" it. Its opponents a7'gue
that other' rooad pr-ojects have gpeateT' pPioroity, that it is
W1'ong on bo-th efficiency and equi-ty g1'ounds -to deveZop
Wa'T'r>ingah, thatthel"B ape envi7'onmentaZ objections to the
f1'eetilay and that it is W1'ong to tie up pubUc funds in
idle tand hoZ,dings. Apa1"t ,fpom envil"onmental issues lJhieh
ape outZ,ined but not dis(J.u8sed in detail, the pape.,.
pr>ovides a (Jomp1"ehenS'ive and ePitieaZ, discussion of the
issues. It eoneZ.udes that the Oppo1"tunity aosts oj' .,.esel"ving
the C01'rido1' fo1' a possibLe f1'e81Pay a1'e significanHy Les.
than the potentiaZ benefit. of the !'r>ee",,,,y and that 1'esepvati",
of the a.ororido7' ,f01" a possible fT'ee1JJay is the cOY'1"eet l.and
use planning st1'ategy.
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THE WARRINGAH TRANSPORT CORRIDOR: AN ASSESSMENT

The Warringah Transport Corridor (see Figures 1 and 2)
a long history. Investigated during the 1930's, it was

1y adopted QY the State Government in the Main Read Development
of 1953 and the r'eservation was prescribed in the Warrin9ah,
and Willou9hQY Plannin9 Schemes in 1963, 1968 and 1970

vely. However because of the high transport and urban
costs, the SydneY Region Outline Plan (N .. S .. W. State Plannin9

, 1968) questioned the desirability of developing
and recommended further detailed studies. In 1974 the

Transportation Study recommended that the Warringah
fr·p'ew'lv be part of the long term road network in Sydney ..

Doubtless reflectin9 the Planning Authority's opposition
in Warri ngah and the State Government's preference for

ic transport over freeways, in 1976 the Urban Transport Advisory
an inter-departmental committee reporting to the Minister

T",n'.nnrt and Highways, excluded the Warringah freeway from its
10 year programme of work, A year 1ater, the New South

es Government aQandoned a numQer of corridors, including the
ngah Corridor. This provoked representations from the 5 local
1s most involved, all of which favoured its retention,

,3 In r'esponse the Government established an independent
ry under Mr. D. Kirby to "inquire into, report upon and
recommendations relating to possible future and alternative uses

of the Warr ingah Freeway Corri dor reser vati on and with parti cuI ar
to the proposal made by the Northsi de Councils to the

for Transport and Hi ghways on April 14th, 1978, to retain
reservation as a Transport Corridor". At the time of writing the

Inquiry has received over 800 submissions, including some very
lengthy ones, and conducted hearings over a period of 6 months
,Publication of its r'eport is expected around April 1983

1.4 The battlelines, reflecting the history of the Corridor,
are clearly drawn. The major proponents of retention (or more
accurately reinstatement) of the transport corridor are the Department
of Main Roads (DMR) and the 5 Northside Councils. The DMR assisted
by lv, D" Scott Pty .. Ltd. produced a 2-vol ume cost benefit analysis
of the freeway which concluded that "It is the Department's view
that the former Corridor Reservation should be reinstated in the
relevant Planning Schemes now" The submission by the consultants
R. Travers Morgan Pty" Ltd,. et al on behalf af the councils reached
similar conclusions.
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Although the CCPA commissioned the TEC to present its case
against the Corridor, there seems little doubt that the TEC
in its own right would oppose the Corridor as it did the Kyeemagh
Chulora Corridor

, ""''''('
~

The Warringah Transport CorM dorFig. 1.

1.5 The major opponents of the freeway are the Department
of Environment and Planning (DEP), the Castle Crag Progress
Association (CCPA, representing residents affected by the Corridor),
and the Total Environment Centre (TEC). In its submission, the DEP
trenchantly criticised the DMR's case for the freewaY arguing that
other road investments would give much better economic returns, that
development of other parts of Sydney was strongly preferred and,
that public funds should not be locked up for so long in idle investment
The DEP concluded that the "County Road Reservation NOTlbe reinstated",
a view shared most emphatically by the CCPA and the TEC ,
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The DEP did add that "the option of developing North Warringah
in the longer term should not be foreclosed by development in
the Corridor which would substantially increase the real costs
of ultimate acquisition" and recommended that an S 117 direction
of the Minister for Planning and Environment be used to freeze
zoning at present levels However in the hearing before the
Commi ssi oner, the ex-Deputy Director of the DEP, Dr. J. Paterson,
suggested that this latter recommendation should be regarded more
as an option if the Commissioner felt it necessary to protect the
route for a future freeway than as a fi rm reconrnendati on ..

1.6 The history of the Warringah Transport Corridor, the
large number of submissions to the Inquiry and the strength of
feelings of residents, public servants, professionals and politicians
on the subject attest to the importance of decisions about the
Corridor. Under the State Government's current planning policies,
only minimal development in Warringah Shire is permitted chiefly
on the grounds that existing transport routes could not cope with
additional traffic If a freeway were developed in the Corridor,
it is generally agreed that Warringah Shire could accommodate
at least 80,000 more people.. This would represent a significant
redirection of the development of Sydney away from the western, inland
areas into the more accessible northern coastal areas"

1.7 Section 2 describes the case for the freeway as expressed by
the DMR. There follows an assessment of the major elements of the
benefit cost analysis including the demand forecasts and the user
benefits; with a spearate section given over to the contentious issue
of the benefits of land development.. Further sections compare the
expected returns from the Warringah freeway with those of other road
projects, discuss whether it would be preferable to develop other
areas of Sydney, and consider equity issues Other important issues

.. such as traffic restraint policies and the role of public transport
are addressed in Section 8. Alternative land use strategies for the
Corr~dor are evaluated in Section g There is a brief concluding
sectl0n

The DMR Case for the Warringah Tran~Corridor

2.1 The DMR case can be summarised as follows .. Despite the
introduction of intensive traffic management techniques, the road
infrastructure to the Warringah peninsular is inadequate. There is
significant peak hour congestion and it cannot cope with any increase
in population in the peninsular After a review of alternative
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;mIDrClvelme"ts, the Department selected g major options for
cost-benefit analysis (CBA), including a "Base Case"
options in all which excluded the Corridor" As shown

Table 1, the Department estimated a net present value of
than $300 million and a benefit cost ratio of 2,4 for the

lane freeway in the Corridor. Assessing environmental and
issues separatelY, the Department considered that on

ance neither set of factors constituted an argument against
freeway. Finally the DMR argued that it was appropriate

anning procedure to reserve the Corridor for a future freeway"

A Summa~f the DMR's Results

($m, 1981 prices)

] 2 r) 4 5 6 7 8 g
base Base Base I Up- 4 Lane 4 Lane 6 Lane 6 Lane Partial

, grade F' way FTway F'way F' way
Upg~adeI0 0 80000 0 0 80000 0 80000

0 10000 0 0 0 0 0 0

I
0 0 0 -47 -96 -96 -96 -96 -18 !0 0 0 -53 -107 -107 -120 -120 -21
0 0 0 -5 -5 -5 -6 -6 -20 20 i-315 23 79 13 79 46 110 ~ -159 40 102 68 119 84 19
0 0 0 0 25 25 27 27 0
0 0 -46 0 0 -46 0 -46 0
0 0 - 51 0 0 -51 0 - 51 0
0 0 472 0 0 472 0 472 0
0 29 -99 -42 -2 273 3 310 -11,6 I 0 2 3 I 0 2 4 07

shown as negative. benefits as positive
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2.2 The alternative road improvements considered by the DMR
were

(1) A Base Case, i.e the present network with minor
traffic management and road improvements that would
be implemented whatever the decision on the Corridor ..

(2) A major upgrade option, which included some 15
projects additional to the Base Case including an
extra 2 lane bridge at the Spit and several additional
lanes adjacent to the existing network, e.g .. along
the Spit road, the Wakehurst ParkwaY and the Eastern
Valley Way.

(3) A partial upgrade option including 7 of the 15 projects
in the major upgrade option,

(4) Within the Corridor, a 6 lane arterial and 4 and 6
lane freeway solutions .. The arterial would be of lower
standard and offer more access than a freeway" A
tunnel alternative was also considered,

(5) Adjacent to the Corridor two further arterial alter
natives also crossing Middle Harbour at Sugarloaf
Point, but utilising and extending much of the existing
ro ad sys tem ..

(6) Improvements in the northern part of the study ar'ea,
including an upgraded Mona Vale road"

(7) Alternative corridors.

2,3 Of these alternatives all the arterial solutions, the
t-unnel, the northern improvements, and alternative corridors
were rejected prior to the detaileq CBA Although, the arterial
within the Corridor would be lower cost than a freeway, it would
provide substantially less capacity and inferior service to the
freeway. Arterials adjacent to but outside the Warringah Corridor
were held to have no advantages and greater environmental disadvantages,
A tunnel was estimated to be pr'ohibitively expensive, The Northern
improvements were held to be wrongly oriented or too distant
from major travel movements, especially those to the CBD, Alternative
corridors were rejected on several grounds, notably the cost and
difficulty of developing them compared with the historically estab-
1i shed Con i dor"

2,4 The DMR did not consider a rail option on the grounds that
the State Rail Authority and the Northside Councils Consultants were
considering it Neither favoured a rail alternative. But
as shown in Table 1, the DMR did evaluate the road options with
and without major population changes in Waningah Shire
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2,,9 These assumptions resulted in a forecast increase in
AM peak two-hour trips originating in Manly Warringah of g per
cent by 1991, made up of a 16 per cent increase in trips within
the area and a 1 per cent increase in trips leaving the area (from
18,500 to 18,600) The number of cars leaving the area .'as forecast
to fall by 1 per cent (from 15,500 to 15,300)with the distribution
between the Spit Bridge, Roseville Bridge and Mona Vale routes
virtually unchanged 1 The peak hour forecasts were factored to
daily and annual levels on the basis of traffic surveys. Although
sensitivity tests were made of the impact of the freeway, limited
additional population in the Warringah Peninsular and lower car
ownership on trip forecasts, the evaluation of user benefits was
carried out with unchanged trip levels over the 1991 to 2021 period.
To predict the traffic implications of 80,000 more persons in the
peninsular, the DMR maintained the previous assumptions with regard
to workforce participation and employment ratjos and predicted a
38 per cent increase in both daily work trips and in AM peak hour
trips leaving the peninsular.

2.10 Using these forecasts and the State Transport Study Group's
trip distribution model, the DMR estimated total travel distances
and times by car, 1i ght and heavy trucks by type of road (surface
or freeway) by journey purpose (business or leisure) under peak
hour conditions for each option for the whole of Sydney.. Savings in
vehicle kilometres and hours were estimated with reference to the
Base Case and factored to annual levels. Unit values for vehicle
operating costs and travel time savings were based on Bay1ey and
Bath (1976) updated to 1981 prices ..

2.11 Note that according to the DMR's calculations, the
addition of 80,000 people to Manly Warringah would reduce the benefits
of the freeway to existing users and traffic speeds on the freeway
would fall (see columns 7 and 8, or 5 and 6, in Table 1). These
user benefits do not include benefits to generated traffic which are

. captured through measures of development benefits.

In 1976, there were 8,800 2 hour AM peak trips over the Spit
Bridge, 8,300 over the Rosevi1le Bridge and 1,450 along the
Mona Vale Road ..
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WARRINGAH TRANSPORT CORRIDOR

(4) Visual impacts are subjective, but sensitive
design can minimise adverse effects,

(l )

(2)

(RC
W

- RCo )

(WTPo - RCo )

B = (WTP
w

- WTP
o

)

(WTPw - RCw)

(3) Adverse impacts on the physical environment, for
example through erosion and sillation would be
controlled ..

(1) The freeway would significantly reduce carbon
monoxide concentrations along existing routes
servi ng Man 1y/Warr ingah without creati ng an ai r
qual ity problem i~ the Corridor

(2) The freeway would reduce traffic noise in
secondary streets currentlY used by through
traffic.. For the most part noise would be below
the 10 criterion of 65-70 dB(A) along the
Corridor.

2.14 The DMR conducted sensitivity tests with changes to the
discount rate, life of the project and construction costs. None
altered the thrust of the estimated results.

2.12 Accident rates are developed from accident rates per
road class (distributor roads,divided and undivided arterials,
and freeways) and accident costs per type of accident (fatal,
persona1 injury and property damage)"

213 The undiscounted benefits of developing Warringah
Shi r'e (B) were assessed as

where WTP represents the amount households would be willing to pay
for developed land, RC are the resource costs of developing land
and subscripts wand 0 represent Warringah and other areas respect
ively"l The resource costs included were water and sewerage costs
and the opportunity cost of the raw land. 2 The development costs
were assumed to occur between 1987 and 1991 and the benefits between
1991 and 1995. Both were discounted to 1991.

2.15 Environmental and social factors were consider'ed under a
number of heads namely air quality, noise and physical and biological
environment, visual impacts, open space, severance, fuel consumption
and acquisition, The main conclusions were

Although the DMR used Equation 1, their approach was not
stated so expl i citly ..

2 By implication other resource costs, e.g .. distributor roads and
power services, are assumed constant in Warringah and elsewhere,
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(5) There is sufficient active and passive open
space around the corridor,

(6) Local access can be maintained with some cross
freeway accesses and possibly some pedestrian
on jy cross i ngs

(7) The freeway would reduce fuel consumption,

(8) Upgrading the existing network involves major
surgery with acquisition of approximately 55
dwellings and B7 commercial bUildings, and
considerable disruption of eXisting activities"
The DMR argues that it is environmentally and
socially the least attractive option,

2 16 The DMR's review of equity issues concentrates on
the gains and losses to North Shore residents, It is claimed that
many households and businesses in this area would 'gain', while
those in or close to the corridor would 'lose' and there would
be increased congestion on some roads and on the Harbour Bridge,
The DMR argues also that residents of other areas would gain by
being able to upgrade their standard of residential amenity, by
better access to the beaches and because under certain taxation
and/or freewaY charging methods the surplus from the project could
be tr ansferred to them,

An Assessment of the DMR's ~tes

3,1 As is generally the case the estimates of user benefits
have attracted more criti cism than have the estimated costs" Thus
the TEe gives three reasons why it believes the traffic for'ecasts
are too high (1) Significantly increased travel by ferries and
buses from the peninsular l in the second half of the 1970's as a
result of improved services indicate that public transport's market
share could be increased further. (2) Persons of pensionable
age are for'ecast to incr'ease by 45 per cent in Manly Warringah
between 1976 and 1991 and by 70 per cent by the year 2001, so that
crude labour participation rates will fall, (3) Working from home
is expected to rise.

32 On the other hand despite the incr'ease in public transport
travel, there has been no drop in road travel, The DMR's forecasts
are premised on real fuel prices more than doubl ing between 1976
and 1991, which is unlikely, The DMR allow for no increase in peak

hour traffic after 1991 either with increasing incomes or with the
advent of the freeway. And perhaps more significantly, for'ecast
recreational traffic is virtually unchanged throughout the whole period,

Patronage of Manly ferries increased 40 per cent between 1976-77
and 1979-80, Bus patmnage was up 12 per cent between 1974 and
1979 as a result of a 49 per cent fall in travel time on the transitlane
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a formal model of traffic demand it is not possible
arguments and suggest precise answers, My own view

incomes and car ownership are more likely to
of business and recreational vehicle trips 1

in public transport service levels, which I expect
minor. Un less 1abour parti ci pati on rates fall

DMR's traffic forecasts appear' more likely to be
especi ally for recr'eation al traffi c,

in Table 1, excluding urban development benefits,
value of travel time savings exceeds that of all other

, Assuming that travel time savings are estimately accurately,'
valu~ of travel time savings is a critical parameter,

arly the val ue of $0,,88 per hour associated with savings on
and leisure trips" The TEC argues that savings of travel

than 5 minutes are valueless, In fact the figure of
ch is some 10 per cent of the average hourly wage, is very

,.or,n"",,' with the typi cal val ue of around 25 per cent found in
situations (Harrison and Quarmby, 1969) which include

time savings Casual observation also suggests tha:tt1ieDMR
is low, even for small travel time savings These are

if they are predictable, as they tend to be for commuters
MO;",over it is believed that the value of travel time savings increases

over time but this is not allowed for in the DMR's study"

Close examination of the DMR's submission also reveals some
s tenci es, for examp le with respect to the projected popul ati on

Warringah and to the traffic implications of increases in
ation. These appear to be minor, If anything in its

forecasts and its estimated values for commuter time
<""ino', the Department underestimated the benefits of the freeway"

a complete evaluation of the Department's forecasts, for
e of capital costs and traffic flows and their implications, is

the scope of thi s paper"

The elasticity of car ownership with respect to income is
around 1, (Abelson and Baker, 1982)"

Professor Blunden argues that with the freeway some commuters
will prefer to travel closer to the peak hour (x) than to
travel slightly faster at their previous time (y) and suggests
that the travel time savings is therefore exaggeY'ated" However,
if consulTers pr'efeY' x to y, their perceived benefits must be
at least as great from x as from y"
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The Benefits of Urban Development

4,1. As we saw (Equation 1) the DMR assessed the net
benefits of development of Warringah as the extra amount househol ds
would pay for developed land there less the extra amount it would
cost to provide the land, The implication is that there will be a
f.ixed amount of development in Sydney and that development of
Warringah would exclude' a similar amount of development (measured
in physical units) elsewhere.

4,,2,. If Warringah is developed in addition to other areas, the
discounted benefits would be

n
B = E (WTP - FRC ) (3)

i -:1. w _ w
- (l+r)i-l

where FRC represents the full resource costs of developing
Warringah~ including roads, cOlTl1lun;cations, and power services,
r is the social time preference rate and i is the year 1., "n,
If the discounted benefits of development outside Warringah exceed
the discounted costs, Equation 3 attributes higher net benefits to
the development of Warringah than does Equation 1

43 Figure 3 illustrates Equation 3, with the demand curve 'D'
representing househol ds 'wi 11 ingness to pay for 1and in Warringah and
the supply curve'S' representing the full resource costs of supplying
the land If the supply of serviced land is constrained for
env;Y'onmental or other reasons, the net benefit of providing more
serviced land in Warringah is represented by the hatched area

4,,4 Figure 4 illustrates the impact of development in Warringah
on prices elsewhere 1 Again an environmental constraint on the supply
of serviced land is assumed Development in Warringah would cause
the demand for 1and elsewhere to fall from D to D

l
and prices to

fall from P to Pl , The monetary gain to 0 new home buyers
would be 0 equal to the loss to landowners, In this case
the lower land values do not reflect any reduction in services and
are not included in the estimated net present values, If financial
constraints cause the supply of serviced land outside Warringah to fall
below Q* to say Ql the hatched area between the D

l
demand curve and

For simplicity land outside Warringah is assumed to be of
standard quality
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4.7 The OEP's reviseed view appears to be a mor'e reasonable
statement of principle, subject to the modifications to the Of1R's
formula we have noted. Higher land values in this context are
not themselves a benefit but a measure of the value households
receive from the services generated by certain residential locations,l
Other things being equal, the development of more highly valued
land does cr'eate a greater stream of household benefits and it is
not uncommon to include increases in land values as measur~s of
benefits in benefit cost studies (see MANS 197>8, Freeman, 1980,
Abe1son 1982)" Of course any expenditure of resource costs to
achieve these benefits must be fully debited against the benefits
As other issues of principle (project comparability and equity)
are discussed in later sections, we turn now to empir';cal matter's,

48 The OMR estimated that in 1981 prices households would
pay approximately $47,500 for a serviced lot in Warringah compared with
$22,500 for a similar size lot in Campbe1ltown, but that the Warringah
lots would require an additional $1,650 for capital costs and
reticulation of water and sewerage services and an additional $2,700
for raw land" The first and third figures were based on Reports
of the Valuer General, the service costs were obtained from the M,W,s
and D" B,

The qualifier lIin this context" is important. Sometimes changes
in land values do not reflect net social benefits or costs,
Indeed an example is given earlier in this section ..
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- $19.620 (6)120,000
70,000

_1_ 22,900
-2.06LP

Transcript Novem5er 1, p. 37. In its submission the OEP
accepted the DMR's cost estimate but at the nearing cast
doubt on them
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In order to allow for the larger lots in Warringah,
factored the V.G. 's land values for Warringah down by

a third from $70,000 per lot. This factoring down would
excessive as building land is significantly IOOre valuable

garden space.. But the DEP argues that the $25,000 differential
site values exaggerates the amenity differences It argues

land values in Warringah would fall as supply increases sharply
that land in Campbelltown is attractive, its price being depressed

because supply temporarily exceeds demand ..

10 The significance of the increased supply in Warringah can
illustrated with the following fonnula

1 HP
6LP = 6HP = -e. 6Q Q (5)

12 The picture on costs is not entirely clear It seems to be
that the cost of providing plant and reticulation for water

sewerage to Warringah would be of the order of $12,000 per
lotment .. But in evidence to the Commissioner Mr. White of the MWS

DB claimed that these services could be provided elsewhere in
for between $4,000 and $8,000 an allotment 1 which is well

LP is the price for a standardised lot of serviced land, HP
the equivalent house price, e is the price elasticity of demand
houses in Warringah, Q is the quantity of housing, and 6 represents

'change in'. Assuming e = -20 (as housing in different areas is
substitutable), the impact on land prices of releasing 22,900

on to the land market at one time would be given by

prices would fall much less if the lots were sold over 5 to
If say 3,500 lots were marketed annually the discount

"""nY"rliY,a to Equation 6 would be $3,000 In our view this is a less
ficant factor than the do~mward bias in tne DMR's factoring
of Warringah prices to standardise lot size ..

11 It should be stressed that the purpose of production is to
ieve scarcity. However pleasant 1and is in Campbelltown, if there
an adequate supp1y,its price r'eflects the stream of benefits

additional lots will provide .. The material question is therefore
",hptt,PY future prices in CamDbelltown will exceed current prices (in

terms). Given the availability of land, only small real increases
1i ke1y
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below the figures used by the DMR apparently on advice from
the MWS and DB" Doubtless the differ'entia1 depends on the
areas being compared, on the scale of the development and on its
timing. But it should be recognised that if Warringah displaces
other development, it should dlsplace that with the least surplus
of benefit over cost, Al so the raw land prices used ~by the DMR
in Warringah and Campbelltown probably include some speculative
element This should be excluded from a true measure of the
opportunity cost of this land 1

4,13 The Dt4R's estimated timing of the development of Warringah
Shire has been criticised by the Lands Department, the MWS and DB
and the DEP, It is said that land could not be developed by 1991
and that it would take a long (unspecified) time to sell 23,000 lots
in Warringah As discussed in Section 6, it would be mor'e prudent
to plan on developing Warringah for the mid-1990s. The arguments
for a longer sale period are the difficulty of sellin9 homogeneous
land in one area and the time taken to sell land in Menai, However
it is possible to produce a variety of housing forms and prices
from the 23,000 lots and the Menai ana109Y is unconvincing, Ultimately
speed of sale depends upon asking prices and the number of lots for
sale elsewhere in Sydney" Given annual lot sales of around 16,000
in Sydney in the 1970's, it would seem reasonable to expect some 3,000
lot sales annuallY in Warringah in the 1ate 1990' s without any discount
in the price,especially given the scarcity in that area Of course if
sales are defer'red, so too would be some costs,

4" 14 Finally it may be questioned whether the land use benefits
are attributable to the freeway? The brief answer is yes, so 10n9 as
the DEP disallows virtually all developments in Warrin9ah on the 9rounds
that access routes cannot cope with more traffic.' If this policy
were relaxed and development permitted, the relevant benefit would be
the relief of congestion" An estimate of the freeway benefits in
this case is obtained bY a comparison of the first 6 rows in columns
3 and 8 in Table 1, These indicate that the freeway would have a
net present value of $409 mill ion or a benefit cost ratio of 2,8" 3

1, Generally the opportunity cost is the loss of open space and
amenity" In the MacArthur area, some urban development also
sterilises major coal reserves"

2, This policy is documented in the submissions of the DMR and
Northside Councils

3, This point must be qualified if a significant increase in
employment in Warringah occurs - see para 8,1"
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295(394)~
262(316)5
277(335)

5,681
3,004

47,500
22,500

1987-1991
1991-1995

375
not 9iven\
not given

12,000 (appr'ox)
10,350 (approx)
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DMR
estimates

Revised Estimates of the Benefits u:' Q.ove1QE!illL

Warringah Shire

(Based on 22,875 lots and 1981 prices)

Table 2

Variable

Equation 1
Equation 3

7Equati on 4

NPV of development benefits disounted to 1991 ($m)

Price of standard lot ($)
Warringah
Other

1 Based on sales over 7 year period ..
2 DMR assumed equal costs in Warrin9ah and other cases.
3 Some of these costs could probably be deferred more than is assumed here.
4 Depends on estimates for "other development costs" ..
5 Figures in these brackets are based on DMR's timesca1e for development.
6 Figures in these brackets assume selling price of $47,500 for Warringah

allotments and our timesca1e for development.
7 Assumes that development outside Warringah would be deferred 10 years

All water and sewerage costs per lot ($)
Warri ngah
Other

Raw land per lot ($)
Warringah
Other

Other development costs per lot ($)
Warringah
Other

Timing of Warringah development
Infrastructure
Sales
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5.7 Thirdly and most critically,regardless of the validity
or otherwise of the estimated benefit cost ratio of around g for the
existing road program to the mid 1980's, what is the medium or
long term BCR for other road projects? The DEP states that "It
is believed that projects in other regions of Sydney would also
produce benefit cost ratios of this order (of g), although this
analysis has not so far been systematically undertaken". On the
other hand in lieu of detailed work on marginal BCR's, Beesley
(1981) draws on South Australian evidence and on a study by the
Bureau of Transport Economics which indicate marginal BCR's of
the order of 1..6 to 2.0 for urban roads ..

5.8 Where does this take us? It seems unlikely that a road
project with a benefit cost ratio of 2 would be justified on
efficiency grounds out of public funds in the near future. However,
if the project were deferred to open in say 1995,the BCR would
rise closer to the 2.4 estimated by the DMRThis would appear to
make it competitive for public funds. Of course if private finance
were available for the freewilY, the relevant criterion of viability
would be its NPV, not the BCR.. On the NPV criterion and on efficiency
criteria, the freeway would be justified before 1995. It is necessary now
consider strategic equity and environmental issues which are not
fully part of the benefit cost calculation.

Strategic Urban Development Issues

6 .. 1 Numerous reasons have been advanced in favour of the
prevail ing western oriented urban development strategy for Sydney
to the exclusion of further development of Warringah. For completeness
I have listed below all the main points although some are discussed
in other sections"

6.2 In its submission the DEP argued that because of existing
and scheduled land r'eleases, the extent of sunk public investment in
urban services and the time required to change the direction of
investment in urban services, "the pattern (of development) as
projected is at least for the next 10 years or so quite unstoppable".
At the hearing, the DEP agreed "that there's no question that it would
be possible" to develop on a new front in the 1990's but
contended that this would involve dishonouring political commitments ..

63 The substantive economic issue is one of cost. Given that
there is nearl y $100 mi 11 ion worth of un used water and sewerage
infrastructure in Menai and Fairfield, the marginal service cost of
1ocati ng popul ati on there is apparentl y close to zero 1 Moreover
the incremental cost of adding on to these schemes may be low. But

DEP Submission, February 1982, p .. 10 ..
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6.6 The issue of access costs to Warringah is of course
the central subject of this paper. But there is a separate
access issue of histoY'ic concern 1 - the impact of an extra
80,000 people on a second harbour crossing - which requires
special attention. The DMR's estimates in Table 1, which assume
no second crossing, suggest that the development of Warringah
and the construction of the freeway can be justified without a
second crossing. This holds even though the extra population
in Warringah adds to the congestion on the total road system
in Sydney including the Harbour Bridge (compar'e the user benefits
in columns 7 and B). Logically then the decision whether or not
to develop Warringah is independent of a decision on a second
harbour crossing. Likewise the second crossing should be justified
independently - it could not draw on development benefits ascribed
(correctly) to the freeway. In so far as a second crossing would
provide additional traffic benefits to I~arringah residents (as
compared with column 8) a part of the costs should be attributed
to these residents. But given rational decision making the extra
costs should be less than the additional benefits.

6.7 There would appear to be three possible objections to
this conclusion Firstly, the DMR may have underestimated the
system's traffic congestion in case 8 (and thus over-estimated the
benefits of development of Warringah) so that a second Harbour
crossing would be required to relieve the congestion. Secondly, the
DMR estimates make no allowance for the external effects of increased
traffic on shopping areas, parking roads, pedestrians etc. around
the southern end of the Bridge (if anything the congestion externalities
at the northern end shoul d be r'educed by the freeway).. Thi rdl y the
increase in population in Warringah could add to the political pressures
for a second crossing, thus enhancing the possibility that an unjustified
cross i ng woul d be constr ucted (Le. one where costs exceed benefits).
While the second point has weight, the first and third points have
the unsatisfactory characteristic of presupposing that wrong estimates
or decisions are made. On the other hand the cost of a wrong decision
could be high and the possibility of it cannot be dismissed out of
hand.2

6.8 Continuing the case against Warringah it is argued that even
if development was economically feasible, it would have a low priority
for environmental and social reasons. Attractive bush and other open
space areas would be threatened by the additional population And
socially the area would be too homogeneous and not allow for a mix
of socio-economic groups. The land would be too costly

It was a point of concern in the Sydney Region Outline Map (1968) ..

2 Since I wrote the paper, the State Government has announced that
it will not construct a second Harbour crossing ..
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OEP evidence, Transcript Nov. 1, p .. 32
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ignoring the to-be-discussed equity issues, the
a western oriented development strategy excluding

are either incorporated in the figures (essentially in the
estimated in the earlier section on urban development benefits

to lack substance. If certain ratiler anlikely assumptions

for development by the Housing Commission. In our view,
points can be exagger ated. Effi ci ent pl anni ng can protect

environment and through zoning controls allow for a wide mix
housi ng sizes and types.

Undoubtedly a major factor in the western strategy is
desire to develop a "more robust long term structure for
metropolitan region than having yet another part of the city

upon the CBD"1 As the reasons have not been articulated
sely it is not easy to do justice to the argument, but let

consider efficiency reasons first. On efficiency grounds it can
be argued that businesses and households do not take account of the

ution and congestion they cause and that planning needs to
r'ect for this to prevent 'over-heating' of the CBD. Furthermore

be some threshold level of activity required to make
viable, which would justify subsidising development

On the other hand there may be positive externalities in
business areas, commonly described as agglomer'ation

, and unexploited economies of scale in the provision of
services in traditionallY built up areas. Recognition of

latter possibility is presumably one of the factors behind the
urban consolidation strategy which represents, if not a

in policy, a change in emphasis. Despite the importance of
there appears to be little quantified evidence as to

a dispersed SydneY would be more or less efficient than
concentrated one"

It is important to put the numbers involved in the
]m,me,'t of Warringah in perspective. If the freeway were to

o",ce,ee it is envisaged that there would be some 100,000 mone
e in Warringah Manly in the year 2001 compared with 1981 ..
would most likely be at least 1 million more people in other
of Sydney by that time.

The final objection to developing Warringah is one of equity.
this reflects the general proposition that the dispersed

st,"atl,av is more equitable than the concentrated one In part it
more specific Warringah related arguments that Warringah is

affluent area and that the freeway would merely augment the
dential choices of better off households and enhance the assets

already affluent landowners.. These matters are taken up in the
section"
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aboUlt infrastructure costs or financial constraints are maintained
the earl i er estimates coul d overestimate the net benefit of devel OPi ng
Warringah by $100 million in round figures The greater the
delay in developing Warringah, the smaller any overestimate would
be For the reasons given neither the possible impact of increased
population in Warringah on a second harbour crossing nor the slight
impact of this population on the concentration of Sydney would
(on effi ci ency grounds) consti tute si gni fi cant argumeots aga inst
the freeway.

Equity Issues: Principles and E'idence

7.1 Those who favour the WTC have argued broadly as follows ..
Regardless of the apparent incidence of the benefits and costs of
the freeway, there is a sufficient surplus of benefits over costs and
its incidence is sufficiently concentrated on certain roads and in
certain residential areas for taxes and/or charges to be levied
and the freeway to be self-financing. Consequently there would be no
inequity relative to the status quo. And indeed, the surplus could
provide a future source of funds for redistribution

7 .. 2 Further to this it is questionable whether each individual
OMR project must be equitable (however defined). Rather it may be
held that the OMR, or any similar organisation funded from general
revenue, should aim to ensure that its total medium term package
of expenditures is fair to the community as a whole It would then
be possible for any project taken singly to be inequitable (providing
benefits to the rich at the expense of the tax-payer) but for its
total program to be fairer with that project than without it

7.3 This argument may readily be extended to apply to the whole
transport program .. This would require rail and bus subsidies in
addition to road subsidies to be taken into account. Indeed in logic
it could apply to the provision of all public goods and services,
although the practical impl ications are dauntin?

74 If we accept that road or transport programs as a whole
should be fair, what do we mean? We mean, I think, that they
should not make society more unequal than it would be without the
program and that special assistance should be provided to households
below some poverty line or suffering from some impediment to mobility
It should be noted that we have not included in these groups of
needy households those who are not poor but who have poor road
or urban services It is fundamentally false to judge well-bein? on
the basis of one or even a few items of consumption. If non-poor
households choose to consume fewer social services or roads, they
benefit by buying cheaper houses and consuming more of other goods In
general it is not more equitable to provide improved Y'oads for average
income households who live far from employment than for average income
households who live closer to work.
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7,9 The argument that the freeway and associated urban
development could be self-financing has the attractive attribute
that it distinguishes clearly between the initial incidence of
the freeway and its final (real) incidence, The major benefi ciaries
initially will of course be landowners in Warringah, which
includes the State Government, These landowners will experience
an increase in raw land value of some $20,000 per lot (at least)
which is over $450 mill ion in totaL This figure along with
presumably non-subsidised user charges for the pmvision of urban
services would more than cover the cost of the whole development
Thus the project could be more than wholly financed by some
combination of betterment levies, service charges and road
tolls,l

7,10 Nevertheless the argument is vulnerable to the charge that
the revenues are hypothetical and would never get collected, Thus
the TEC argues that a betterment tax would not'be practical because
it would be too difficult to distinguish between lots which had
benefited from the freeway and those which had not,

711 Nor does the self-financing argument deal with the , .
many unquantified costs and benefits It is not possible to do Justlce
to all these here, Clearly households a10na existing routes
will benefit at the expense of households in or close to the new corridor
Extra recreational trippers to Warringah and local businesses in
Warringah (neither of which were included in the SeA) will benefit,
and so on"

7,12 Of perhaps greater interest and potential concern is th7
possible impact of the development of Warringah on average housepYlces
in Sydney, which it is alleged will rise, Related to this it is
argued that the development of Warringah will merely add to the
residential choices of the rich and subtract from those of the poor.
Much depends upon the scenario assumed. [pt us assume initially that
Warringah development excludes a similar [lumber of houses elsewhere"
Then for any given existing distribution of house prices. the develop
ment of Warringah would tend to raise aveYa.ge house prices initially,
However the imp.act of an addition"l 20,000 houses on the average
prices of around 1 million dwelling units would be negligible Moreover,
assuming no change in the total number of households there would be as
much choice for poor'er households as before, as richer households
vacate their previous houses, In the longer run, the increase in
the average prices would be even smaller, as the presence of these
new high priced units in the market would pr'ovide a substitute for
improvements that would have been made elsewhere, In so far as

Note too that if the value of travel time savi"9S is understated.
as I believe it is, these surpluses represent a possible additional
source of income" However it is important not to double count.
income fy'om increased land values and from the time savings WhlCh
create the increase in land values"
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development in Warringah increases (or reduces) the total stock
of housing available it would tend to lower (or raise) house
prices compared with the above scenario ..

713 What conclusions can we draw? If some part of the
freeway can be financed through levies and/or tolls and if the
freeway is viewed as part of the OMR's total road program over
the next 20 years, a case can almost certainly be made that the
freeway would not be unfair (Le it would be part of a package
which would not adversely affect the existing distribution of
welfare). The more the freeway is self-financing, the more true
this would be. On the other hand, if the road program is viewed
(wrongly! believe) as an instrument of income redistribution
policy, most likely more 'equitable' probjects could be found ..
In any event, any simple corr'elation of a decentral ised urban
development strategy with reductions in income inequality should
be viewed with caution.. .

8.1 The estimated return of any project depends critically
on the selection of the Base Case(s). Do options 1 to 3 represent
a fair set of Base Cases? And in particular would it be feasible
to attract more employment to Warringah Manly and consequently
more population without a new fr'eeway? Almost certainly some
such development would be possible. In this case attribution of
all development benefits to the freeway is an overestimate of
the returns to the WTC
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8.2 One of the arguments put by the CCPA and TEC is that
there is too much traffic and that it ought to be restrained.
In technical language this translates to the view that the
social marginal costs of the traffic exceed the social marginal
benefits and that a congestion tax or other form of traffic
restraint should be adopted Many writers have shown (see
Abelson 1982) that failure to adopt adequate congestion prices
results in an overestimate of traffic infrastructure needs On
the other hand the assumption by the DMR that there will be no
congestion pricing leads it to reduce the possible traffic
benefits of a six-lane freewaY by $85 million (compare the
traffic benefits in options 8 and 7).. Thus while the adoption
of a congestion price policy on the Harbour Bridge,would defer
the need for the freeway, it would probably not reduce the overall
case for it.

8.3 Thirdly, are there better upgrade options than columns 4
and 9 (Table I)? Both contain an array of carefully calculated improve.
ments and it would appear from the thoroughness of the DMR's study that
they represent a reasonabl e set of assumptions. Neverthel ess, sone
optimisation of these options could probably be achieved.

8..4 What about public transport options? The submission
by the State Rail Authority (March 1982) indicates that fixed rail
alternatives ar'e not economically viable. And the DEP in evidence I
states that the taxpayer subsidy for buses to Manly Warringah
was of the order of $12 to 15 million annually and that this
represented a very poor result.. We argued;n section 3 that it
would be unrealistic to expect an incr'ease in bus patronage
to resolve the transport congestion or to make viable the development
of I'arringah.

8.5 On the other hand, the DEP contends that it is a matter
for concern that the freeway could result in a further erosion of
the market for publ ic transport As the freeway is well placed
to service southern Warringah households and to be serviced by
the major Brookvale bus interchange, this fear may be exaggerated ..
It may however turn out that certain bus services are withdrawn to
the benefit of the taxpayer but at a cost to non-car owning households

8.6 Little attention has been paid in this paper to environmental
and local issues. In particular no attempt has been made to evaluate
the CCPA's proposal that the WTC be incorporated into a national
Middle Harbour Park. However, it should be noted that the DMR's
evaluation includes a very high opportunity cost for the land in the
corridor of nearly $100 million (when discounted forward to 1991) ..

-----------------

Tr"nscript of hearing, November 4, p 15.
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while arguing that the local impacts of the freeway
negative, concludes that they "pal e into insignificance
to the larger metropol it"n issues dealt with elsewhere

submission" 11

Our principal conclusion from this brief review of
issues' is that it may be possible to devise a better IIBase

which allows for some more employment and development of
,h'inqalh. This in connection with a congestion pricing pal icy

some additional minor upgrading of the existing road
significantly reduce the return to opening the freeway

early 1990's. More work should be done on these possibilities
pending the outcome of that work there appears to be no viable

to the freeway in the longer run ..

In all this discussion of freeways it is easy to overlook
that the imJrediate decision is one about land use. On

hand the WTC could be abandoned and given over to residential
A~,.~lnn'mA"t and improved open space. On the other hand the corridor

reinstated and further development for non-freeway purposes
A similar result could be achieved by a freeze on all

in the coni dor under Secti on 117 of the E. P.A Act 1979
the formal establishment of a corridor. Alternatively, minor

devel'opmer could be permitted either within a proclaimed corridor
a Section 117 order.

In our view the amount of development to be permitted in
corridor is the central issue and the choice between a corridor
a freeze under Section 117 is secondary. In terms of opport.nity

it is immaterial whether vacant 1and in the corridor' is owned
the public or the private sector Likewise it matters little

public or private capital prDvijes housing services in
corridor. While practical matters may incline one to prefer a
idor to an S 117 order or vice versa, we will not debate them here

It is important to note that alternative land use decisions
different impl ications. It would be possible to decide to stop

development foY' say 5 years and then review the need for a corridor.
would be much more difficult to permit extensive land use developments

then to review or reverse this decision in 5 years time,

Let us first consider the costs and benefits of a corridor
the assumption that we know the future NPV and opening date of the

Specifically in keeping with earlier discussion, we assume
NPV of the freeway opening in 1995 would be say $250 million

then represents the benefit of the corridor in 1995 compared
its abandonment. It is important to note that this benefit

for the estimated complete loss of all services from houses and
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open spaces in the Corridor from some 7 years before the
opening date of the freeway i "e, from 1988 in this example.

9,,5 What then are the costs of the corridor? They
are the opportunity costs associated with not being able to
develop the land in the corridor which would be borne between
1983 and 1988, discounted forward to 1995. According to
the DMR submission some 200 more lots could be developed in
the conidor and another 30 lots are partiallY affected" These
might be held to have an unexploited raw land residential value
of around $50,000 per lot in 1981 prices. l At a real interest rate
of 10 per cent, this represents an annual cost of $5,000 per lot
or of $1. 15 mi 11 i on for the 230 lots, Summed over the 1983 to
1988 period and discounted forward to 1995, the cost would be of
the order of $18 million, Added to this should be some element
for the opportunity costs associated with the inferior use of
open space" Following the relative opportunity cost magnitudes
estimated by the DMR in Table 14,,1 of their submission, some
20 per cent would be added for open space costs, making the total
opportunity cost of the corridor around $22 million,

9.6 Let us suppose now that the NPV of the freeway is
still $250 million discounted to the opening date, but that it
would not open to the year 2000" The costs of the corridor

(additional to those included in the NPV calculation) would then be
borne over the 1983 to 1993 period" Discounted forward to 2000,
the residential and open space opportunity costs would be of the
order of $60 million. The benefit cost ratio of the Corridor compared
with no corridor would be around 4 to 1. Clearly the lower the
forecast NPV of the freeway and the further off its opening date,
the lower would be the benefit cost ratio for the Corridor"

9,7 The above analysis can readily be extended to incorporate
"the possibility of limited development in the Corridor. For example
if it was planned to open the freeway in the year 2000 and thus to start
construction around 1993, any development for which the benefits
exceeded the costs over the 1983 to 1993 period would be preferred
to a complete freeze on land uses,

9 .. 8 It may be argued that the assumption of certainty is
unrealistic, which of course it is, Given the dominance of the
Corridor over the no Corridor solution this does not matter, Only
if the estimated costs and benefits of the conidor were more closely
matched would it be necessary to allow for a possible distribution
of outcomes This could be done through the conventional process of
attaching probabil ities to the outcomes and maximising the expected
net present value

It wou1 d not be appropri ate to base the opportuni ty cost on the
value of the houses constructed because this represents the gross
benefit from developing the land rather than the net benefit, which
is the house price less building and development costs"
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